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발표자
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Hi! Everyone? I’m Hyeonsu Kim.I’m going to introduce GeoTMI: Predicting Quantum Chemical Property with Easy-to-Obtain Geometry via Positional Denoising(대략 13초)
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Overview

Quantum chemical calculations
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Easy-to-obtain geometry High-level geometry Quantum chemical properties

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
The quantum chemical calculations to obtain quantum chemical property, Y, typically consists of two steps.(3페이지: 10초)



Overview

To obtain 𝑋𝑋, a geometry optimization process with a starting geometry 
�𝑿𝑿 should be preceded, which is also based on quantum calculation

Geometry optimization to obtain 𝑿𝑿 from �𝑿𝑿

optimized to equilibrium molecular geometry optimized to adsorption geometry 4

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
The first step is proceeding with geometry optimization to obtain a high-level geometry, X, from an easy-to-obtain geometry, X tilde.(4페이지: 10초)첫 과정은 쉽게 얻기 쉬운 분자 구조, tilde X로부터, 고수준 분자 구조, X를 얻기 위해 구조 최적화를 진행하는 것입니다.---- 더미 ---하지만 X를 얻기 위해서는 계산화학적으로 tilde X로부터의 geometry optimization 과정이 필요.그러므로, 원하는 propert를 예측하는 과정에서 X를 바로 사용할 수 없음.따라서, 머신러닝이든 양자계산이든, 어떤 분자의 정확한 Y를 예측하기 위해서는 correct geometry X가 필요합니다.계산화학적으로, geometry optimization 과정은 quantum calculation에 기초한,PES 상의 optimal 값을 찾도록 구조를 점점 최적화하는 과정임. (아래 그림)�---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------https://opencatalystproject.org/https://ezgif.com/maker/ezgif-1-f6564e39-gif글이 파스텔 톤.글, 문법 고쳐야 됨.



Molecular properties
(e.g., QM9, PCQM)

Energies in surface catalyst systems
(e.g., OC20, OC22)

orbitalselectron density adsorption on surface

Calculation of quantum chemical properties (𝒀𝒀) from 𝑿𝑿

Overview
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
After obtaining X, Y, such as an orbital energy level or relaxed energy, is obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation from X.One important thing is that Y is obtained from X, implying that X contains all the information needed to obtain Y.그 다음 얻어진 X로부터 슈뢰딩거 방정식을 풀어 양자 화학 특성 Y를 얻게 됩니다.Y는 우리가 흔히 아는 HOMO, LUMO level, 그리고 relaxed energy 같은 것들이 있습니다.여기서 주목할만 한 점은 Y가 X로부터 얻어진다는 것이고, 이는 X에는 Y를 얻기 위한 모든 정보들이 포함되어 있다는 것을 암시합니다.(5페이지 20초)



Overview
Geometry optimization to obtain X

 Most 3D GNN studies have achieved great success in many 

quantum chemical property (𝑌𝑌) prediction tasks using 𝑋𝑋. 

 The usage of 𝑋𝑋 is infeasible in real-world applications.

 To tackle this, we propose a novel training framework for 3D 

GNNs, GeoTMI, which aims to predict high-level quantum 

properties from an easy-to-obtain low-level geometry ( �𝑋𝑋).

 We also present a theoretical basis for fully exploiting such easy-

to-obtain geometries to predict accurate target properties.
Folmsbee, D., & Hutchison, G. (2021). International Journal of Quantum Chemistry, 121(1), e26381.

high-level

low-level
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
In this regard, most 3D GNN studies have achieved great success in many 𝑌 prediction tasks using 𝑋.However, the computational cost of the geometry optimization is high.Thus, the usage of 𝑋 is infeasible in real-world applications.To tackle this, we propose a novel training framework, GeoTMI, to predict high-level quantum chemical properties from an easy-to-obtain low-level geometry.We also present a theoretical basis to achieve our goal.이러한 배경으로 인해, 3D GNNs using 𝑋 have achieved great success in many quantum chemical property (𝑌) prediction tasks.그러나, X는 tilde X로부터 얻어지게 되는데, 이 과정은 theory의 level이 올라갈수록 기하급수적으로 계산 비용이 증가하게 됩니다.따라서, X 기반의 특성 예측은 input의 높은 time-cost 요구로 인하여 현실적이지 않습니다.이 문제를 해결하기 위해 우리는 GeoTMI이라는 easy-to-obtain geometry로부터 정확한 Y를 예측하기 위한 학습 방법론을 제안합니다.We also present a theoretical basis for fully exploiting such easy-to-obtain geometries to predict accurate target properties.(6페이지: 약 40 초)총 1분 20초
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Introducing GeoTMI

 The relation between data ( �𝑋𝑋,𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) can be 

assumed as a Markov chain, and thus the 

conditional mutual information 𝐼𝐼( �𝑋𝑋;𝑌𝑌|𝑋𝑋) must be 

zero.

 The goal of GeoTMI is to obtain a proper 

representation �𝑍𝑍 in predicting 𝑌𝑌, by aligning it to 

𝑍𝑍 with more enriching information for 𝑌𝑌.

 It can be achieved by minimizing 𝐼𝐼 �𝑍𝑍;𝑌𝑌 𝑍𝑍 , 

which is a physical inductive bias derived from 

the Markov chain relation.

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
From the two-step process, we assumed that the relation between data is a Markov chain.It means that X has a higher quality of information pertaining to Y compared to X tilde. Thus, the goal of GeoTMI is to obtain a proper representation 𝑍 tilde in predicting 𝑌, by aligning it to 𝑍 with more enriching information for 𝑌.It can be achieved by minimizing the conditional mutual information, which is a physical inductive bias derived from the Markov chain relation.(대략 40초)



8*We assumed the encoder is invertible.

Introducing GeoTMI

 By maximizing three-term mutual information 

𝐼𝐼( �𝑍𝑍;𝑍𝑍;𝑌𝑌), we can account for the physical 

inductive bias while accurately predicting 𝒀𝒀. 

 However, because the 𝐼𝐼( �𝑍𝑍;𝑍𝑍;𝑌𝑌) is intractable, 

we adopted a tractable lower bound (LB) of it.

 We propose a tractable surrogate LB:

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
we can account for the inductive bias by maximizing the three-term mutual information.However, the mutual information is intractable, thus, we adopted a tractable lower bound, which consists of three tractable surrogate losses.The first and third losses are the property prediction losses.The other loss is the positional denoising loss.(대략 40초) 



 While we utilized 𝑋𝑋 in training phase, 

we circumvent it in inference phase.

 In summary, GeoTMI is a model 

agnostic training framework, which 

maximizes “Three-term Mutual 

Information” (TMI) using surrogate 

loss.
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Introducing GeoTMI

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
We utilized 𝑋 in only training phase. Thus, in inference phase, we circumvent it in inference phase. (대략 20초)총 1분 40초



Experiments

• Task 1. Molecular property prediction (QM9M)
• Task 2. IS2RE prediction (OC20)
• Task 3. Reaction property prediction (Reaction barrier height)*

Task �𝐗𝐗 𝐗𝐗

QM9M MMFF-optimized geometries DFT-optimized geometries

OC20 Initial structures (IS) Relaxed structures (RS)

Reaction barrier height Reactant and product geometries Reactant and transition state geometries

 Demonstrate the effectiveness of the GeoTMI in various applicable tasks.

*See Appendix 10

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the GeoTMI in three applicable tasks.The table shows the X tilde and X in each task.(10초)



Experiments
• Molecular property prediction (QM9M)

 GeoTMI achieved consistent performance improvements across all properties and models 
using �X, demonstrating effectiveness of GeoTMI.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
For all QM9 properties, GeoTMI achieved consistent performance improvements across models using X tilde.(대략 12초)



Experiments
• Molecular property prediction (QM9M)

 While both the MMFF geometry and the molecular the 2D graph are easy-to-obtain inputs, the
MMFF geometry contains more useful information for learning the relationship between
molecules and their quantum chemical properties.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
In this taks, both the MMFF geometry and the molecular 2D graph are easy-to-obtain inputs.However, the table shows that the MMFF geometry contains more useful information than 2D graph for predicting Y.(대략 15초)



Experiments
• IS2RE prediction (OC20)

 Both Noisy Nodes and GeoTMI show performance improvements over the baseline Equiformer*, 
but GeoTMI achieves better performance gains across all metrics.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Noisy Nodes is one of denoising methods similar to GeoTMI.It also adopt positional denoising loss.Thus, we verified the effectiveness of Noisy Nodes and GeoTMI on the IS2RE task.As a result, both Noisy Nodes and GeoTMI show performance improvements over the baseline model, but GeoTMI achieves better performance gains across all metrics.(대략 20초)



Conclusion

 We propose GeoTMI, a model-agnostic training framework designed to exploit easy-to-

obtain geometry for accurate prediction of quantum chemical properties.

 We envision that the GeoTMI becomes a new solution to solve the practical infeasibility of 

high-cost 3D geometry in many other chemistry fields.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
We envision that the GeoTMI becomes a new solution to solve the practical infeasibility of high-cost 3D geometry in many other chemistry fields.(대략 15초)실험부터 여기까지 1분 10초



Appendix. Experiments
• Reaction property prediction (Reaction barrier height)

 The usefulness of 3D easy-to-obtain geometry with the GeoTMI can be confirmed as in the 
previous two experiments
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Appendix. Experiments
• IS2RE prediction (OC20)

 The prediction performance is similar to the original model for EwT and even better for OOD Ads.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Furthermore, although the number of transformer blocks of Equiformer star compared to the original model, the prediction performance of Equiformer star using GeoTMI is similar to the original model for EwT and even better for OOD Ads.�(15초)
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